The ratio of the two light reactions and their coupling in chloroplasts.
The kinetics of the absorbance changes of chlorophyll alphaI (P-700) and plastoquinone induced by xenon flashes of saturating intensity were studied in spinach chloroplasts. 1. The total amount of chlorophyll alphaI is compared with that amount being reduced via the rate-limiting step between the light reactions. This is based on the amplitudes of the absorbance changes of chlorophyll alphaI after chemical reduction and after a group of flashes following far-red preillumination. It is concluded that only 75% of chlorophyll alphaI is coupled to chlorophyll alphaII via linear electron transport and that the remaining 25% is functionally isolated. 2. A ratio of 0.85 for coupled chlorophyll alphaI to chlorophyll alphaII is estimated from the time course of the absorbance changes of plastoquinone and chlorophyll alphaI in two independent ways. 3. The oxygen yield per flash is used to calculate the difference extinction coefficient of chlorophyll alphaI at the maximum of the red absorbance band in spinach chloroplasts: delta xi703 = (6.7 +/- 0.7)-10(4) M-1-cm-1. The assumption of a quantitative electron transfer from water via plastoquinone to coupled chlorophyll alphaI is supported by the same extinction coefficient reported by Hiyama and Ke for Photosystem I particles. The location and function of the different chlorophylls alphaI is discussed in detail.